House of Shine impacts lives by writing
curriculum and delivering programs
that help students discover who they
are so they can solve problems that
matter and be leaders in their
community. In a world focused on
covering up imperfections, our
programming focuses on exposing
participants to their unique SHINE (Strengths,
Hobbies, Interests & Irritants, Needs, and Experiences).
This simple shift in philosophy makes all the diﬀerence,
because when students understand their strengths, they
become more conﬁdent, more likely to engage with the
world around them, and better able to make informed
decisions that lead to more fulﬁlling lives.
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House of Shine oﬀers interactive, hands-on
programming that can be facilitated in large groups,
through clubs and organizations, after school, or in
formal classroom settings. Program oﬀerings include
the following:

ISHINE ASSEMBLY – This program incorporates

members of a school’s community, students, teachers,
and coaches, to share their own life story and
communicate that we were all created with a unique
set of talents and gifts and have a responsibility to
share them with others.

Please see www.houseofshine.com/ishine to see the impact this
assembly had on a North Texas high school.

YELLOW ENVELOPE PROJECT – An initiative through which
students mail letters of gratitude in yellow envelopes,
recognizing the SHINE of another school community
member.

WHAT’S YOUR SHINE CURRICULUM – One module of
curriculum for students in Kindergarten through twelfth
grade, intended to build awareness of self that runs
parallel to content knowledge. This curriculum can
easily be taught in leadership classes or study hall.
SHINE 360 - Tools available to reinforce the SHINE
message throughout a school environment, including
pencils and posters.
INTERESTED

in bringing this assembly to your school to
improve school culture and leadership skills? Contact
info@houseofshine.com today to reserve your spot.
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